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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. APPROACH TO THE FIELD OF THE RELIGIOUS 
NATURE OF YOUTH 
1. The Place of Religion and the Spiritual 
in the Whole Educational Process. 
We are living in a world which is continually 
in the making. "And He that sitteth on the throne, 
said, Behold, I make all things new." The Great Master 
of the Universe is ever remaking his world, and he is 
doing it through every rising generation. The hope of 
the world is in the education of the boys anl girls. 
Educational activities, then, should constitute the 
largest single social investment of energy. 
The central problem in education is the 
training of persons in the power of self-direction toward 
broad social ideals. The new world order into which we 
have already immerged is demanding new motives. The 
program of education must stimulate all social development 
in the direction of the highest values. The heart of the 
problem, then, is really spiritual. If life is to be 
made whole, well-rounded and rich the inner springs 
must be made strong. Men must seek the true rather than 
the false, the light rather than darkness, love rather than 
hate. (l) The youth must be trained to choose the 
highest and best in life. 
( 1) Cope, Henry F. - "Education for Democracy.'' 
2. 
"For the very continuance of human 
existence, and certainly for its progress, no 
other way is possible than t hat of social unity 
secured by common devotion to ideal purposes. Only 
the relig ious will survive in t he new world order. 
Then t h e central need in education for democracy 
is t hat of education in the life that is relig ious." 
2. The Need of Psychological Study as a 
Basis f or the Religious Education of Youth. 
For the present at least, we are assuming 
the primacy of the spiritual in all life and we are 
granting relig ious education a significant place in 
the whole educational process. 
The importance of the spiritual, however, 
has not been very generally recognized in the past 
decades. The stress of scientific research has 
greatly influenced the whole life and education of 
our present day. The fruitage of science has been 
applied to the various phases of life. But up until 
recent years it has been almost excluded fron that 
part of the educational process which deals with the 
very springs, ideals and values of life. I t has 
skillfully been applied to the ways of making a 
livlng. It has made efficient artisans, and workers 
in every walk of life. It has developed our natural 
resources and has greatly increased the comforts and 
luxuries of life. But it has been applied very 
( 1) Cope, Henry F. - ''Education for Democracy." 
( 1) 
3. 
sparingly _to the religious education of our youth. 
To a large extent, the religious leaders 
and institutions have failed to mru~ e use of scientific 
educational methods. As a result of this neglect the 
Church has failed to devel0p an efficient educational 
program for its youth. Hence it has struggled almost 
hopelessly, though heroically, with the materialistic 
forces, their greed and selfishness and disregard for 
the spiritual values of life. 
Those who realize this situation are 
looking toward Psychology for the solution of a great 
number of their problems. Such leaders believe that 
the Church cannot hope to become an efficient 
educational institution untll it has thoroughly 
introduced scientific methods. Psycb ology, they 
believe, will contribute to religion by leading toward 
greater wisdom in religious education. To them "it 
has been one of the greatest triumphs of modern times 
to bring under investigation by empirical methods the 
processes of human consciousness." (l) 
Not only will religious psychology be the 
foundation for new methods in religious education, 
but it will help to clear up some of the doubts and 
misunderstandings which have hovered over religion. 
It should also do away with some of the misapplications 
of religion and the exploitation of our youth by 
ignorant religious enthusiasts. Thus it will clear 
( 1) Starbuck, E. D. - "The Psychology of Religion." p.3. 
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the way and help to provide the means by which 
youth comes into the realization and acceptance 
of the highest values of life. A thorough 
understanding of the psychology of religion should 
be of paramount importance to t he religious leader 
who is seeking to understand and supply the needs of 
young life. This applies especially to adolescence 
with all its complexities. 
Psychology liberally and fearlessly 
applied to religion will mean the elevation of the 
whole process of religious education. "It will become 
likewise commonplace to say that a religious teacher 
cannot stand between a hungering soul and its future 
self, or between men and God, who does not know at 
every step something of the laws of spiritual 
evolution, who does not know at every step something of 
where the life is, whither it is tending, and the means 
by which it is to attain its end." ( l) 
3. The Purpose of Such a Study. 
"The psychology of religion has for its work 
to carry the well-established methods of science into 
the analysis and organization of the facts of the 
religious consciousness, and to ascertain the laws 
which determine its growth and character .....• The 
end in view is not to classify and define the phenomena 
of religion, but to see into laws a nd processes at 
work in the _spiritual life ••..• The fundamental 
(1) Starbuck, E. D. - "The Psychology of Religion." p.9. 
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assumption is that religion is a real fact of human 
experience, and develops according to law." (l) 
The psychology of religion in general does 
not purpose to classify and define the phenomena of 
religion, but it seeks to find the laws and processes 
at work in spiritual life. Religious psychology 
assumes that law reigns not only in the physical world 
but in the spiritual as well. Furthermore, it believes 
that these laws may be comprehended by human intelligence. 
Those who have been at work in this field have en-
deav.ored to gather together all the possible data 
concerning the spiritual forces and interpret it. 
No psychological study of relig ion is complete 
without the consideration of the Adolescent process and 
the underlying principles of religious growth. This 
study attempts, then, to glean from the work of leaders 
in this f~eld that which applies particularly to 
Adolescence, with the practical purpose of bringing to 
light the spiritual forces which the Religious leader 
must comprehend in order to properly guide the 
development of youth. 
B. DIFFICULTY IN MAKING AN Fl.!IPIRICAL STUDY 
OF RELIGION. 
1. The Present Status of Such Study . 
Because of the attitude of religious 
leaders and partly because of the nature of religion, 
(1) Starbuck, E. D. -"The Psychology of Religion." p.l6. 
6. 
empirical science has been very slow to enter this 
field. The study of religion is today where chemistry 
and astronomy were four centuries ago. (l) For years 
men have carried on research work f or every other 
phase of human experience and have left the phenomena 
of religious experience almost untouched. Metaphysics 
has speculated about the rational basis of religion, 
the philosophy of religion took these speculations 
and made some analysis of the religious states of 
mind, theology made its appeal to religious experience 
for the verification of its &ogma and theories, the 
history of religion sought to reveal the relig ious 
tendencies and forms of expressions of all peoples 
of all ages, but none of these seemed to realize 
that the best way to understand religion is to 
apply empirical met hods to its present as well as 
its historical manifestations. ( 2 ) 
Professor Coe· says that t he revival 
preachers took the first step in applying empirical 
methods of study to religion when they endeavored to 
find statistics concerning the age of conversion. 
G. Stanley Hall, who was at the tj.me associated with 
Wundt, made the first comprehensive study of the 
religious phenomena, in an article which he wrote in 
1891. This was followed by articles by Edwin D. 
Starbuck, who later published his book on the 
(1) Starbuck, E. D. -"The Psychology of Religion." 
( 2) Coe, George A. - "The Spiritual Life." 
7. 
"Psychology of Religion." This work was followed by 
the studies of James, Pratt, Leuba, Ames, qoe and others. 
According to Professor Coe (1) there are 
several favorable conditions which are responsible 
for the present movement for a psychology of religion. 
In the first place psychology itself has become an 
independent science. Wundt established the first 
psychological laboratory in 1875. Since . then psychology 
has tru{en an important place among the sciences. 
Another influence upon the psychology of religion has 
been the application of the historical-evolutionary 
principle to the higher elements of culture. This 
includes the historical study of the Bible. Perhaps 
it has been this viewpoint which has been responsible 
for the swing of religious opinion away from the 
assumption of the dogmatic aut hority either of the 
Bible of the Church. Those who e.re progressive leaders 
in the field of Religious Etlucation are of the conviction 
that it is not the adhesion to tradition but the vital 
grasp upon life in its fullness that is of paramount 
importance. Still another influence which Professor Coe 
mentions ,is that of Anthropological psychology, which 
has uncovered a vast quantity of material that has a 
bearing upon the evolution of religion. 
Neither theology, philosophy, or history of 
religion has succeeded in producing a psychology of 
religion, at l east in its modern sense. But they have 
( 1) Coe, George Albert - "The Psychology of Religion." 
8. 
all called modern psychology to their assistance. 
The application of systematic, empirical methods to 
religious phenomena has influenced the whole field of 
religion. However, the purpose of Religious psychology 
is to examine the facts as such, without reference to 
their bearing upon theology or philosophy. 
2. The Methods Used. 
So far, the Psychology of Religion has not 
adopted any set form of procedure. Those who have been 
experimenting in this field have felt free to take up 
the work from any viewpoint they might choose and use 
what seemed to them the best method of procedure. As 
a result we have quite a variation in both method and 
point of view. 
The central topic of Starbuck's work is 
conversion. He has gathered considerable data by means 
of the questionnaire. Pratt and James use the questionnaire 
but supplement it with material gathered from life 
histories, especially autobiographies of religious 
people. Leuba emphasizes mysticism. Ames attempts to 
find the functions that religion represents in the life 
of a man as a whole, and how t hese functions originate 
and grow. Pratt and King search for the genesis and 
growth of religion in the individual and t he race. 
Stratton takes as the basis of his work the 
crisscross motives and beliefs that appear everywhere in 
sacred books, and tries to explain this seemingly self-
9 . 
contradictory complexity. He also diverges more from 
the group in methods used. He attempts to escape Some 
of the difficulties of the questionnaire. He contends 
that one should observe, from the standpoint psychology, 
the relig ious life of a wide variety of peoples, the 
reticent, the uncultured, and those of different religions 
and historical ages. He also believes that they should 
be observed "off guard". For his material he uses a · 
large number of cannonical collections, reliable accounts 
of religious customs and observance, hymns, prayers and 
myths. Only as secondary ma~erial does he use 
introspective reports of individuals. 
Coe uses the functional method. "Function," 
he says, "is to be defined by reference to the advantage 
or value toward which the process in question moves." ( 1) 
His point of view is teleological. 
Professor Strickland in his "Psychology of 
Religious Experience" limits his subject for practical 
purposes. Religious expBrience is taken generally to mean 
normal experience as it is found in Christianity. But he 
says that, 11 This is not for the purpose of setting up any 
barriers between relig ious experience in Christianity 
and in other relig ious systems. Religious experience is 
much the same wherever it is found. When analyzed 
psychologically, Christian experience is found to include 
many forms of the expression of the one religious 
consciousness of men." (2) 
(1} Coe, George A. - uThe Psychology of Religion." p. 22 
(2) Strickland, Francis- "Psychology of Religious Experience." p .ll 
],.O. 
Thouless, in a comparatively· recent book, -
"An Introduction to the Psychology of Relie;ion," says 
that in the field of religious psychology, little 
experimenting, in that we · control the conditions, can 
be done. But be recognizes observation as a form of 
empirical science. He uses autobiographies and other 
writing s of religious persons for his main method of 
procedure. As secondary methods he uses the questionnaire 
and self-examination. Self-analysis, he claims, must 
always be a part of t he process but it should be 
supplemented by the testimony of friends of the subjects 
questioned. 
3. The Dependability of Results. 
As concerns the dependability of the results 
of the methods and work of these various writers much 
may be said. To a large extent, each one will defend 
his own viewpoint. The fact that there are so many 
approaches is a good, r~ther than a bad sign and each 
has some grounds for existence. Starbuck recognized 
the difficulties of his questionnaire method. Most 
persons have little power of introspe'ction; the memory 
of past events is always imperfect; and the personal 
equation of the student enters into the result. But, 
he claims, "They are precisely the same obstacles, no 
fewer and no more numerous, than those in other sciences, 
but in a more exaggerated form." (1) 
( 1) Starbuck, E. D. - ttThe Psychology of Religion." p. 3. 
11. 
It is my opinion that psychology, as it is 
applied to relig ion, must consider carefully all the 
cont ributions and viewpoints of its exponents. Th ose 
who would study the relig ious customs of other peoples 
of ot her lands, time s and relig ions are recognizing a 
defj_ni te limitation in the studies of Christianity and 
especially as it is found in America. However, the 
study of religious writing s tends to include oply the 
more religious persons, and t h ough it is valuable for 
t he ul).1.erstanding of the function: and development of 
religion in the race, it does not have so much practical 
value for the foundation princi ples of relig ious 
education. For one reason it is limit ed in its 
understanding of childhood and youth. 
In. order t hat we may avoid the difficulties 
caused by using only the data as to how people respond 
to our prescribed religious doctrines, and at t he same 
time to have s omething that will be of practical value 
for purposes of the relig i ous education of youth, we 
purp ose to cons i der both p oint s of view. 
Although this study will attempt to analyze 
the material supplied by leaders in the field of 
relig ious psychology from the point of view of the 
personal self, it is fitting to here mention the 
c ontri bution of behavioristic psychology. As Thouless 
s t ates, uThe main bus i ness of psychology of relig ion 
is t o study the relig ious consciousness. But it is 
i mpossible to s t udy that alone; we must investigate 
12. 
religious behavior as well." ( l) The influence of 
Behaviorism was at first wholesome, and it still has 
its place in psychological study. But it is limited, and 
especially are its limitations shown when we come to 
the field of religious psychology. "Behaviorism in 
its ext,reme form declares that the assumption of 
consciousness has never helped in the solution of any 
problem. 11 ( 2) Professor C oe states that , "Since 
self-realizations are not less actual than sensations, 
but more so, and since much of our behavior is 
communication of self-realized meanings, we must have 
an empirical science of self-realizations, or, in short, 
of selves. This is psychology par excellence, because 
its data are t he most concrete and the most distinctive ." (3) 
( 1} 
(2) 
( 3) 
Thouless, Robert H. -
Coe, George A. - "The 
Coe, George A. - "The 
"An Introduction to the Psychology 
of Religion.'' p.5. 
Psychology of Religion.~ p.l8. 
Psychology of Religion." p.l9. 
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II. BODY OF THE THESIS 
A. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ADOLESCENCE 
1. Adolescence a Process Rather than a Period. 
Technically speaking, Adolescence should be 
thought of as a process rather than a period. When we 
speak of certain Adolescent characteristics, we do not 
mean those which may be found in a bqy or g irl of some 
certain age, but we mean characteristics of a process. 
The term Adolescence comes from a Latin verb nadolescere tt 
meanlng to grow up. An individual may appear to be 
normal in childhood bu~ fail to develop physically and 
mentally after he is eleven or twelve years of age. We 
say t hat his development is "arrested." But he may pass 
throu gh the period from twelve to twenty four. Would 
we call him an Adolescent7 Not if those forces which 
expand the life and bring it into a realizat.ion of 
itself have failed to appear. Adolescence, then, means 
that something is g oing on; changes are taking place in 
the life of the individual. It is a process by which the 
child expands its life; latent powers are unfolded; he 
comes "into his own." 
It is not only technically correct, but safer 
to think of Adolescence as a process. We will not be so 
likely to group boys a nd girls according to age and expe-ct 
certain responses from them. Generalization will not be so 
easy and it makes it more necessary to consider them as 
individuals. 
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2. Importance of Adolescent. 
The human race has always appreciated the 
importance of Adolescence, as shown by the various rites 
and ceremonies connected with it. But it has only been in 
t he last forty years that it has been studied scientifically. 
Perhaps one reason the study of this process has been slow is 
' 
that t he Adolescent is conscious of his new and unique 
experiences a nd is not prone to reveal himself. But the 
scie ntific study which has been done in t h is field has 
s how n t hat i t is perhaps the most intere st i ng phase of 
human development and is the "crest" of the wave of the 
life of t he individual. 
These words of Shakespeare might we l l apply to 
t he Adolescen t process. 
"There is a tide in t he affairs of men, 
Which taken at the flood leads on to fortune, 
Omitted, all t he voyages of t heir life 
Is bound in shallows and in miseries." 
"There is no fact of greater significance in 
human history than the mo dern r eco gnit ion of youth and 
its function in life •..•.. Each new generation of youth 
is another God-given opportunity to lift mankind to a 
higher level." (l) 
"This is the great formative period for the 
individual; what happens now conditions and largely 
determines all that the f uture has in store. It is 
(1) Mayer, H. C. -"The Church's Program for Young People.u p.3. 
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the significant day of new things, t ne Renaissance of 
life, the time when the elements of personality (some 
old and some new) are being assembled and unified, the 
age when the finer, higher and more human traits of 
character are being developed and built into definite 
form. This is a way of saying that, of all times of life, 
this is the most plastic, because of the power shovm to 
reshape and recombine, and because of the capacity 
manifested to absorb and assimilate whatever chances to 
come into the intellectual, moral, industrial, religious, 
and above all, the social environment of ·the individual." (l) 
3. Physical Growth and Changes. 
All growth is continuous, and the child is always 
"growing up" in that he is ever building toward maturity. 
But Adolescence refers to a particular process with unique 
characteristics. In a true sense it is a time of "New 
birth." The indiv i dual finds himself in a new world of 
instincts, emotions and modes of thoug hts. New powers are 
awakened within him a •'ld his whole being expands. 
In this process there are three marked stages, 
known as "early", "middle 11 and ''later" adolescence. "Early 
adolescence is generally considered to begin with the 
characteristic changes preceding puberty and to end with 
its complete attainment. Physiologically middle adolescence 
lasts from puberty to the end of the growth in height, 
while late adolescence covers t he half dozen years in which 
(1) Pringle, R. W. -"Adolescence and High School Problems." p. 32. 
.. 
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all the parts and organs of the body and mind expand, 
settle, and come to full adult powers ." ( l) 
Early Adolescence shows rapid growth in the 
individual. The heart enlarges, the bones lengthen, t he 
shoulders bro arlen and t he larger muscles of the bcdy 
increase in size. As a result of this rapid growth the 
youth in early Adolescence is prone to awkwardness. It 
is difficult for the nervous system to make the 
necessary adjustment to the changed physical proportions. 
"The old well-adjusted harmony with nature that 
characterized preadolescence is broken up." ( 2 ) This 
is caused by the simultaneous d evelopment of bones 
and muscles. 
The most significant phase of t he physiological 
development of the early part of t h is process i S 
centered around the maturing of t he organs of reproduction. 
Sex growth involves much more than can be expressed in 
terms of anatomy and physiology, but the psychic 
aspects of the subject will be discussed later. 
The development of the larger muscles comes 
with early Adolescence, while the smaller ones are 
developed and brought into control during the next stage. 
Now, the finer coordinations, which make for skill, 
are brought about. Dur i ng the beginning of Adolescence 
many connections and established associations become 
"loosened up" in order to mak e possible higher a nd finer 
(1) Moxey, M. E. -"The Psychology of Middle Adolescence." p. 18. 
(2) Pringle, R. W. - "Adolescence and High School Problems.u 
17. 
associations and connections. The nerves "become 
connected into a system in a more compl icated way, and 
t he process of medullation, which is probably essential 
to t he highest conductivity, g oes forward toward 
completion." ( 1 ) 
The whole process of Adolescence means 
reconstruction f ar the individual. All t h e organs 
increase in capa city and size. The structural an::l 
functional deve lopment of the brain is rapid. The 
circulatory system shares in this acceleration of 
growth. But with "middle" Adolescence t his rate of 
growth decreases. Grace of form, symetry a nd t h e 
development of the hig her coordinations take place. 
During .,later" Adole scence t he re is a 
§ettling down process. Strength, solidarity of the 
muscle·s, increase in weight and vigor, characterize 
the indi vidual. 
4. Psychic Phase of t he Adolescent Process. 
a. Development of the Psych ic Powers. 
In considering Adol escence we must keep in 
mind that "There is, perhaps, no other period in the 
history of the individual life that more imperatively 
demands, for its due appreciation, a n understanding of 
the intimate relation between the physical and the 
mental." ( 2 ) 
(1) Tracy, F. -"The Psychology of Adolescence." p. 29, 30. 
{2) Tracy, F. - ttThe Psychology of Adolescence. 11 p. 37. 
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With t he beg inning ·- of Adolescence the re is a 
marked acceleration in t h e development of the whole 
psychic life. This expansion is made possible by the 
structural and functional development of the brain and 
is influ enced by the advent of puberty. Psych ic life, 
like t ne physical, seems to develop in segments. The 
reconstruction of neura l connections, together with the 
development of new powers, most of wh ich is simultaneous, 
lies at the bas i s of the unrest and stress of early 
Adolescent life. This we shall c onsider later. 
The i ntellect is quick ened, t he interests 
broadened and t he Adolescent feels new mental powers, 
new mcdes of thinking . Th e ''loosening up" of all the 
old connections in order to take on the higher, finer 
responses makes t he individual more highly sensitized. 
Nature and all t he life around hi~ makes new impressions 
up on him, espec i ally i n t he midd le adolescent stage. 
Life broadens in many different ways, with H,s cravings 
for emot ional experie nces and its t h irst for knowledge. 
I n middle and especially in later Adol escen ce 
the rat ional p owers a re comi ng i nto prominence. "Defi nite 
r 
concepts in reference to t h e meaning and the purpose o f 
life, begi n to shape t h emselves in consciousness; 
clearer judgments as to the relative values of t hings, 
a nd ~ore far-reac hing purposes, being to exert their 
p ower in t he shaping and g overnment of conduct. 11 ( 1 ) 
(1) Tracy, F.- "The Psychology of Adolesce nce." p. 45. 
19. 
b. Psychological point of view accepted 
for this study . 
As regards intellectual life there is a point of 
view, taken by Thurstone in "The Nature of Intelligence" 
which, though it is not new, is nevertheless fresh and 
stimulating in its presentation. It is practical ly the 
point of view· of psJrchoanalysi s and looks ''to t h e inner 
self as the mainspring of conduct and according to which 
the stimuli of t h e environment become merely the avenues 
t hrough which that innerself is expressed and satisfied • 
• . . . . Psychology · starts with t h e unrest of·the inner self, 
and it completes its discovery in the contentment of the 
inner self." ( l) 
The individual then, with his desires, ambitions, 
motives and aspirations is the "real ruler of t he domain 
which psy chology studie s." 
This study is being made from the vi~lpoint and 
in behalf of the Adolescent as a developing self. His body, 
whic h has become more highly sensitized and has developed 
in such a wey as to give him new powers, is the med ium 
through whic h t h is self seeks to express itself, satisfy 
its longings, ambitions and wants. The stimuli from the 
environment may be accepted, in whole, in part, or 
rejected by t h e self. ~he self adjusts and reacts in 
aversion to tho se t hing s that hinder its purpose and 
re_act agreeably to those t hing s in its environment which 
aid in meeting its needs, its desires, its aspirations. 
( 1) Thurstone, L. L. - "The Nature of Intelligence." Preface p. XIII. 
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"In the last analysis, n says Thur stone, "the 
datum for psychology is the dynamic living self and the 
energy groups into which it may be divided •••..• These 
energy-g roups wou ld be our innate, dynamic, and more or 
les s distinct sources of 'conduct, and we mi ght c ome to 
call them d rives, motives, instincts, d etermining 
tenden cies, or any o the·r word that represents that which 
we as ind ividu a ls innately really are, that which 
characterizes us as persons with i nd ividually preferred 
forms of life." (l) 
5. Social Adjustments of t he Adolescent. 
With Adolescence there comes the recognition of 
a larger life , a life to be lived in common with other 
lives. In early Adolescence t he indi vidual usually has 
e, s pontaneous te !'ldency to develop social an d political 
organizations. He builds social codes and realizes t h e 
necessity of social an d moral. codes in the 11 fe of t h e 
communi ty and natio n . This do e s not mean t h at he is a 
con formist or desires to lose himself in the l i fe of 
the whole a r d for t h e g ood of all. Oft times it is 
quite the opposlte . He is j ncUvidualistic, whows 
discontentment with exist ing condi.tions, and people . 
But he nevert heless feels himself a part of a community 
of lives; but in making adjustments t,o this life he often 
(1) Thurstone , L. L.- "The Nature of Intel ligence.tt p. 11. 
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shows h imself to be awkward, ill-at-ease, dissatisfied 
or even disagreeable. 
"At the dawn Of adolescence th~ impulse to 
migrate or wander shmvs a great and sudden inc r ease. The 
rest less ness of spring is greatly augmented." ( l) His 
environment seems so imperfect, his home narrow and 
confining . On t he other hand the appeal of nature, the 
thirst for knowledge, adventure or t h e love of t he 
solitary place where he can dream and free himself from 
a world where adjustments are difficult, are often too 
much of a cal l to the early Adolescent. 
"Altogether, early Adole scence is likely to be 
a stran~, unsettled, impulsive, yeasty, tumultuous, 
unat tra ct i ve time of development." ( 2 ) 
In middle Ad olescence t he emotional powers come 
to t heir he ·t ghth. There is an intense desire for 
emotional experience. Deeds of self-sacrifice, loving 
service, the needs of the world, the sufferings and 
misfortunes of others make a tremendous a ppeal to t he 
youth at this time. The sympathies are broadened and 
de~pened, t h e whole nature softened, a nd yet made more 
int ense. There is a worship of t he GoOd and t he 
Beaut i ful. The extreme sensitiveness of this awakened 
social-conscience makes t h e Adolescent feel a 
responsibility for his own shortcomi ngs a nd the 
misf ortunes and needs of his fellows. Miss Moxey states 
( 1) Hall, G .. S. - ''Adolescence." - Vol. 2. 
(2) Pringle, R. W. -"Adolescence and High School Problems." p.36. 
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that t he age in the life of t he ind i vj_dual at which t he se 
characteristics appear has been somewhat advanced. That 
is, the youth of yesterday who would have made these 
responses at sixteen or seventeen would not mruce them 
today until one or two years later. Before that time he 
would be qui t e con t ent in feeli ng his own powers and 
showing himself a good time. Miss Maxey says t hat t he 
appeal can be made, but t he response is not so 
spontaneous. ( 1) 
An important phase of t he social relationships 
of middle Adolescence is t h e attraction to t he opposite 
sex. Mu ch attention is paid to dress and ot her features 
of personal appearance. This is not only to appear well 
in the eyes of t he opposite sex, but the boy or girl 
desires to be attractive and wants to be liked by 
everyone. 
By t he t i me t he individual reaches later 
Ad olescence he has a fairly good perspective of life, 
can app rec ia te i t s values, understand its relationsh ips. 
His capacities for cooperation have developed. Life 
takes on new meanings. He is trying to find h'l.. s place 
in a social and industrial world . The problems 
ce ntering around home-making, vo cati on, and service to 
h is fello~~en are f oremo st in his mind , a~d extreme 
altruism is of ten s hown in solving t hem. 
(1) Maxey, M. E.- "The Psychology of Middle Adolescence . ., 
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B. INSTINCTIVE BASIS OF RELIGION 
1• What is Religion1 
Before trying to determine whether or not 
Relig ion has an instinctive basis, it will be best to give 
some idea of what we mean by religion. The term has many 
varied applications. Pratt has a definition wh ich is 
broad en cu gh t o take in all r e lig ions and to g ive us 
somet h ing definite with which to work . "Relig ion is the 
serious and social attitud e of inctivi duals or communities 
toward t h e power or powers which they conceive as having 
ultimate control over their interests and destinies. " ( I) 
Attitude, he say s, is a psychological t erm. He 
uses it to c over that responsive side of consc i ousness which 
is found in such thi ngs as a t ten tion , interest and feeling. 
Pratt says t hat Religion is the ~attitude of a self toward 
an ob ject in which the self genuinely believes ." Th e 
attitude, I believe , is a good way in wh ich to express t he 
relig ious phenomena. However, I t h ink t hat his definition 
sh ould include more action, or at least res ponse . Thouless 
say s t hat religion is at fi r st a vague feeling; later when 
t hat feeling is quest, ioned it be g ins to take a.n i ntellectual 
fonn; t hus it is an individual experience. But relig ion, 
h e says, is s o cial a ': d cannot rest content with an 
incommunicabl e basis; s o its ~xperience must be translated 
into words. Religion, is t heref or e, the product of the 
(2) 
individual end society . 
(
2
1) Pratt, J. B. - "The Re~igious Consciousness. 11 p. 2. ( ) Thou less, Robert H. - An Introduction to the 
Psych ology of Relig ion " 
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Coe says, "Whatever else religion may or may not be, 
it is at least a mass of ascertainable states of consciousness; 
and in t he absence of information to the co ntrary we must 
presume that s uch states can be analyzed and described, 
and that t hei r relations to one another and to the recognized 
laws of the mental a nd bodily life can be to some extent 
dete rmined." (1 ) 
If we can conclude from Pratt's definition that 
the term .,attitud e" includes an appropriate response to 
the superhuman being or beings , it will suffice for our 
purposes in t h is study. 
2. The Basis of Religion. 
One of the questions which has been discussed 
by students of t he psychology of religion is in regard to 
the instinctive basis of religion. As a result we have 
various attitud es. Men have based their conclusions on 
studies of primitive races, their own experiences, and 
experiences of others around t hem, and upon speculation. 
In order to draw any conclusion we should first study 
some of the viewpoints of psycholog ists. For t his 
study we ha.ve represent ives of both extremes and a 
g oodly number scattered bet·ween . 
Let us begin with behavioristic psychology. 
Professor Roback says that t he question of the origin, or 
the psychology of relig ion has not been very seriously 
considered by t he school of behaviorists. The main 
(1) Coe, A. E. -"The Spiritual Life." 
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cause of this is that behaviorists are, as a class, 
not interest ed i n religion, and reli~ious investigators 
( 1) 
are even less interested in behaviorism. There 
are several theses by Harvard students which have 
tried to throw t h e behavioristic spotlight on relig ion. 
Professor Roback cites "The Biologica l Foundations 
of Belief", by W. R. Wells. "For Behavi orism,'' says 
Wells, "belief is a positive reaction to a proposition, 
and disbelief is a negative reaction. Belief in God, 
for example, is an acceptance of, or a positive 
oq~anic attitude toward the proposition, God exists. 
Disbel ief is a rejection of, or a negative a t titude 
toward U1e proposition. Beliefs are psycholog ical, 
i.e. behavioristic, entities and propositions are 
not. tt ( 2 ) 
Since all behaviorism professedly seeks 
to explain all psyc holog ical facts in terms of 
stimulus and response, as Roback says, if we consider 
belief as a reaction toward a proposition, we must 
c onclude eithe r t h at the re are stimuli which are 
beyond the scope of ps~rch ology (or behaviorism), or 
else that it is not always a stimulus which occasions 
a response. "This dilema, it seems, is fatal to the 
auth or's view, a nd its force can be weakened only on 
t he assumption t hat we are responding , in brief, to 
the cont racti ons of the laryngeal muscle s, which 
( 1) Roback - ''Behaviorism and Psych olon:v." 
. ~v tf (2) Wells, W. R. - "The Biological Foundations ofBelief. 
Quoted by Roback in "Behaviorism and Psych ology. 11 p .l5~ 
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Watson represents to be the behavioristic substitute 
of thought . " ( 1 ) 
Wells does not say what e;ave the first 
stimulus or proposition, "God exists." It is not 
difficult to see the falacies in Mr. Wells' thinking. 
Roback concludes that "arm-chair" psychology is far 
superior to such dogmatism. 
Watson says that relig ion and t h e idea of 
a soul had its origin i n the general laziness of mankin8.. 
According to his speculations the men in primitive 
society who were too lazy to hunt and dig roots 
became keen observers of human nature. They noticed 
that loud noises, suc h as thunder , startled people, 
so t hat they became panicky and would run and hide. 
These lazy men soon began to find devices by which 
they could throw ind ividuals into th11:s fearsome attitude, 
and t hus control their behavior. From this group arose 
the medicine men. They established elaborate c ontrol 
through signs, r ituals and s yTibols. Then came the 
soothsaye r with his ecstasy and sk ill in apparent 
direction of phenomena. Later came the priests who 
became t h e leaders of public religious rites and 
ceremonies. So he traces the developme nt of relig ion, 
keeping t h e same motives t hr oughout. "Take fear out of 
religion," says Wat son, "and nothing remains." ( 2 ) 
( 1) Roback, A. A. - "Behaviorism and Psychology ." p. 157. 
(2) Wats on, Ji· B. "Behaviorism." p. 1. 
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There is perhaps a grain of truth in what 
Watson says, but he tramples on so many facts of life 
and fails to see so many more that his radicalism cannot 
help us in our problem. Behaviorism, at its best, is 
very limited when it comes to t he study of relig ion. 
ttBelief, and religious belief in particular, 
is too complicated a mental situation to be simp~U:fied 
into behavior; a~d the religious consc i ousness will not 
leave our midst as a separate phenomenon, regardless 
of what formulae are applied to it. I do no t mean to 
infer that either belief or t h e relig ious consciousness 
is an unanalyzable element, but rather that it will not 
reduce to a non-mental denominator." (l) 
Anot,her extreme, though very different, 
view is, t~~t most tumultuous religious experiences 
can best be explained entirely by reference to the 
sexual influence. Quoting from Dr. Theodore Shoeder, 
an enthusiastic advocate of this view: ~!Religion came 
into being by ascribing to the sexual mechanism a 
separate local intelligence, which, coupled with a 
seeming transcendence of the sex-ecstacy, resulted 
in theapotheosis of the sex-functioning and the sex 
organs, and all t he manifold forms of religion are to 
be accounted for only as the diversified products of 
evolution, resulting wholly from physical factors and 
forces, operating upon man under different conditions." (2) 
( 1) Roback, A. A. - "Behaviorism and Psychology. tt p. 160. 
(2) Shoeder, T. - "Erotogenesis of Religion." Quoted by 
Pratt in ttThe Religious Consciousness ... 
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Perhaps t h e best analyfriS of this point of view 
( 1) 
is made by James. Those who hold that religion is a 
perversion of sex use several arguments to substantiate 
their theory. One is the vast number of sex-deities and 
obscene rites in polytheism. But sex is not the only 
instinct represented in the symbols, rites and ceremonies 
of primitive relig ion. One could, with equal safety, 
attribute the origin of religion to the perversion of 
the digestive function. There are god s of agriculture, 
and religious feeling s are often expressed in t erms of 
hunger and t hi r st. This latter occurs in Christian 
literature. But the chief argument oF'the exponents of this 
theory is t hat the two main phenomena of re ligion, viz., 
melanc ~ oly and conversion (from Professor James) are 
essentially phenomena of adolescence, therefore they are 
synchronous with t he development of sex. There wi 11 be more 
in regard to the influence of sex upon adol es cence, later. 
For t h e present it will suffice to say that it is not only 
the sex life but the entire mental life that is unfolding 
dur i ng adolescence. And as James says, one might as well 
set up the thesis that the interest in physlcs, philosophy 
or chemistry and other int erests which spring up during 
adolescence are perversions ofth e sex i nstinct. 
On leaving those two schools of belief we come to 
more rational and scientific ideas. Even then, there is a 
great variation in opinions. Starbuck sa~{S that "Religion 
is a life, a deep root ed instinct." ( 2 ) 
James, W. -E "The 'V;{!rieties of Relig ious Exneriences 11 p 11 
Starbuck, .D. - Psychology of Re1.igion. ,,.. p. 7 • • • 
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Renan shares this belief. He says that the religious 
instinct is as natural to man as the nest-building 
instinct is to birds. (l) 
ffowever, very few psychologists hold that 
religion is a primary instinct· of man. Stratton says 
that all religion shmvs a tendency to paradox. As was 
stated in the introduction of t his thesis, Stratton's 
psycholog ical treatise of religion is on the seeming 
conflict of all life. {2 ) Man sees struggle between 
darkness and light, goOd and evil. Religion takes in 
some of these struggles. Reverence, for instance, calls 
forth both hope and fear, both rejoicing and dejection. 
So all phases of religious attitudes involve these conflicts. 
Some critics have classed Leuba with t!~ 
behaviorists. While he emphasizes behavior, he calls it 
a particular kind of activity, or a mode or type of 
behavior. Thus, he contends, t hat it is impossible to 
identify it yfith a particular emotion or belief. But 
he is not, according to h i s own statements, a behaviorist. 
"In s peaking of religion as an activity, or as a type of 
behavior, I would not be understoOd to exclude from it 
whatever does not express itsel f in overt acts, in rites 
of propitiat ion, submission, or adoration. For, just 
as man's relations with his fellowmen are not all directly 
expressed, or expressible, in actions, so his relative 
with gods, or t heir impersonal substitutes, may not have 
any visible form; they may remain purely subjective and 
Quoted by McDougall- in "An Introduction to Social Psychology." 
Stratton, G. M. - "Psychology of Relig ious Life." 
> 
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none the less exercise a definite guiding and inspiring 
influence over his life." ( l) 
Psych olog ists have differed greatly in t he 
number of instincts which they ascribe to man. It is 
impos s ible to combine their opin ions. Some make long 
l is t s of inst i ncts and tend encie s while others have 
severa£ main instinct s and go no further in their 
division of them. But we usually fail to find relig ion 
among the list of instincts. Kirkpatrick has six main 
group s of instincts. One of the.se groups he calls, 
"regul ative instincts." In t h is group he places t he 
moral tendency to c onform to law and t he relig ious 
t endency. That is about the onl y place relig ion is so 
classed. If rel i g ion is not an instinct of itself we 
must look elsewhere for i t s basis. 
3. Religion as a complex of .other instincts. 
Professor Strick land says t hat we can agree 
tha.t religion has an ins tinctive bas : s but we do no +, s ay 
t ha t i t is i nstinct i v e . ( 2 ) Original nature, according 
t o Professor Stri ckla nd, g ives us lit tle more than a 
point of d eparture. Upon a few original tendencies 
man bui l ds a super structure. McDougall say s t hat if we 
accept t he evolution of man from animal form we are 
c ompelled to seek the orig in of rel igious emot ions and 
impulses i n inst i ncts t hat are not particularly relig ious. 
Relig ious emot i on is, according to McDouga l l, "a very 
( 1) 
(2) 
Leuba, J. H. - •'The Psy cholo§ical Orig in and t h e Nature 
of Relig ion. 
Strickland, Francis - CllfiSS notes - "Psychol ogy of 
Relig ion 1926. 
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complex and diversified product of the cooperation of 
several instincts. 11 ( 1 ) He consid ers no fort.ns of behavior 
as instj.nctive unless it can be found in t he animal world. 
But he considers suc h as sympathy, suggestion and 
imitation as innate tendenci es, or pseudo-instincts. The 
three emotions that play a principle part in religi ous 
life, he says, are admiration, awe and rever ence. 
Admiration is a fusion of wonder and negative self-
feeling ; awe is a fusion of admiration and fear; and 
reverence is awe blended with tender emotion. Accordingly, 
tender emotion was the last emotion to be brought into 
the religious complex. 
Ames would base primitive religion at least, 
upon the t wo main impulses o f primitive life, viz., food 
and sex. He uses these terms, however, very generally. 
They are representativ e of individual and social 
continuance. ( 2 ) 
The religious sentiment, according to Ribot, 
is a binary compound, resulting from t he fusion of two 
primary emotions, fear, and love in the larger sense, 
(tender emotion). Thus he attributes the origin of 
religion to these .two emotions. Later, religion 
connects itself with social tendencies. And still a 
{3) 
later con+,act is made with the moral sentiment. 
Others say that religion originated in hope, 
sympathy, self-preservation or humility. All of ', t.hese, 
Cl) McDougall, W. -"An Introduction to Social Psychology." 
(2) .Ames, E. S. - "The Psychology of Religious Experience.'' 
(3) Ribot, Th. - "The Psychology of the Emotions." 
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then, are possible psychological origins of religion. At 
least they are characteristics gf the primary religious 
experience. Spaulding takes this foundation and gives 
three steps in the development of religion in t h e life of 
t he race. Through the primary experiences one cernes to 
believe. This belief in its simplest form is the "conviction . 
thai t here are j,n t he general make-up of the universe, one 
·, 
or more beings who determine men 1 s destlny and wh o, 
therefore, bear a personal relationship to men~" (1) 
Upon this belief other beliefs and ideas are built by use of 
the imag ination. The highest step is where one holds to 
the real existence of s omething that is of value to him and 
tends to make his life better. 
Those who emphasize the study of the religious 
behavior of primitive man for their basis o f religion are 
perhaps using the best method to get at the knowledge of the 
origin of relig ion, providing t heir data is rel~able. But 
at best , pr jmitive man is more or less a speculative entity. 
~en if we study the most primitive men of today it does 
not follow that their religious i d eas and behavior compare 
favorably with those of prehistoric days. What we need to 
know mos t , is the basis of religion as it applies to us 
. 
t~l ay. I t seems to be difficult to tell just how religion 
began and just what place it has in man's original nat ure. 
Those who have studied t he child arrive at about 
t he same conclusions t hat they do when studying the race. 
Thos e who see fear as the basis of re:_i gion in t he race f i nd 
(1) Spalding, E. G. - "The Psychology of Relig ion ." 
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enough fear in the child's relig ious behavior to substantiate 
their theory. But the value of their findings is in t he 
fact that whet her it be from fear or love, need of prote ction, 
or any comb1 nation of feelings t he child seems to be at 
l e ast potent ially relig ious. 
"The child," says Pratt, "is incipiently 
religious. 11 At first his attitude is indefinite and 
lacking in self-consciousness toward t he powers determining 
his destiny. But "this Pruly religious a t titude is 
natural for him because he possesses those instincts 
which in t he ir combination make the adult man religious. 11 (l) 
The origin ofthe child's relig ion, he claims, is out of a 
complex of inherited social tendencies. 
4. Basic Conceptions for t his Study. 
From t hese studies we should be able to draw s ome 
conclusions which will help us to u nderstand t he religious 
nature of ado l e scents. It would appear that the religious 
emot i on i s not a simple and s pecific variety such as 
could be conditioned by any one l nstinct. Perhaps the 
reas on some people have tried so hard to hold relig ion in 
the f leld of inst i net is because t hey feared t hat 1 t would 
be g iven no place, or at least an insignificant one in 
the life of man. Are we limi t ed to instincts? If we 
reduce man to a group of instincts we are hopeless. 
Eit her we mus t enumerat e a whole serie s o f instincts, most 
of whic h we do not possess, or deny the existence of our 
high er processes. 
( 1) Pratt, J. B. - nThe Religious Consciousness." p. 93. 
Let us return to Thurstone and his idea of 
the unity of the inner self, the mainspring of all 
conduct. "The futility of the in stinct category in 
psychology inheres in the fact that we have been 
looking for a specific stimulus on which to attach a 
specific instinctive response." (l) One psyc hologi st, 
looking for the stimulus that call ed forth a religi ous 
response, will claim that he has found it in the 
startling phenomena of nature which call forth a fear 
emotion. Thus t hey all proceed and soon find themselves 
in an entanglement or else end with an eroneous idea 
or a par tial truth. No doubt , some forms of 
religious behavior are t he res~1 l t s of certai n inst incts. 
Again , certain stimuli call forth responses recognized 
as relig ious. But that is not the whole story. Does 
not such psychology make a similar error t hat faculty 
psychology made? We are unable to separate will and 
intell e ct as faculty psychology attempted to do. So is 
it im~ossible to divide man up int o instincts. Are we 
not coming closer to t he nature of man by keeping him 
somewhat unified, and keeping the word instinct for t hose 
bull t up 11 reacly to act" impulses whi ch make for +,h e mere 
preservatHm of t he individual and the race? Or, as 
Thurstone says, we can call the entire nature of man 
"the Wil l t o Live". Man's inner self, a s we may call it, 
desires to 11 ve. I t fl nds itself in an or ganism wi th 
( 1) Thu r stone, L. L. - "The Nature of Intellie;ence. 11 p. 27. 
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some avenues of expression already built up. Thus, to 
the exte nt of thes e bull t up avenues his adjustments to 
t he material world are somewhat c ::mcUtioned. That is, 
if he is t.o con+Jinue to live he must have foOd and air. 
Besides these "ready made" avenues, man has numerous 
capacities. Thus the inner self finc1s many ways of 
expressing itself. Religion , then, is affected by t he 
use of thes e var :'L ous capa citi es. It is related to the 
e ntire man. It is not a thin.g of itself; "it has no 
springs othe r than t h e impulse to live, to l ive well, 
to live a diversified yet organized life, a r'.d especially 
to live socially." (l) 
The 11wi 11 t o live" takes on new meaning in 
adol escence. The individual has new capacities. Thus 
relig ion s hares in this new growth. But hm~T absurd it 
would be to choose a newly developed capacity, such 
as t hat of rep~oduction, and make it responsible for 
t he growth in religious emotions and beliefs. But 
rath er do we find the whole life impulse exp r essing 
itself in vari 'AlS ways, some of which, we call 
relig i ous. 
(1) Coe, G. A. -"The Psych olo gy of Religi on." 
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C. R~LI GIOUS GROVvTH A"till 1'I-ill ii..D OLE SC:ElTT PROCESS 
The re is no other time in t he life of t he in-
dividua l where it se ems more incongruous wi t h h i s nature 
to el i v i de him i n t o s ection s an d p i geon-h ole t he eli v i s ions , 
tha n it do es in Ado le s c enc e . Hi s growth is irregula r a nd 
has var i ou s typ es~f 3 anife s t a ti on s , but t h e men t a l, phys-
ica l and s ocia l ad j u s t ments are s o i n terrela te d t ha t one 
cannot study any on e apa::ct, without con s ide r i ng its rela,-
tion t o t he whole . So it i s wi t h his r elig ious growth. 
I t cann ot be thought of' apa rt fr om h is genere,l deve l opmen t. 
Likewise, t h e va ri ou s pha s e s of his r eligi ous grou t h a re 
so i n t er-rela ted t ha t t h ey shoul d be stud ied to gether. But 
fo r convenience' s ake we mus t make some kind of division. 
We rec ognize that they are quite a rbitra ry. In f a c t t hey 
are no t even the best conceivable ones t ha t we mi gh t u s e , 
but t h ey have been used by inve s tiga t or s in t he f iel d and 
t h e da t a fo r our s t udy is made more c omp reh ensibl e by re-
t a ining s ome of t hese d ivi s ions. But let u s c on tinua lly 
ke ep in mind t h e unity of t h e individua l. "Relig i on i s 
neith e r apart from lif e , n ot a pe,rt of life, but life, at 
its h i ghest and be s t." (1) 
Before we have finished with this study we h op e 
to bring out the i mp orta nce of t h e Ado le s cent p roces s in 
the deffelopment of the religious nature of t h e individua l. 
It will s uffice here to make a few brief rem<uks. Tra cy 
('1) 'l'ra cy, F. - "The Psycho lo gy of Adolescence." p . 185 
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says, "The truth se ~ms to be t ha t man is by nature a re-
ligious being, a.nd that he does not become capable of re-
ligion at this, that, or the other age; be is always cap-
able of it." (1) 
A s omewhat differen t view is taken by Ames: 
"For the i ndividual, religion originates in youth. There 
a re fore gleams of it in late childhood and marked devel-
opments of it in mature year s , but the period of original, 
sp ontaneous and vital awakenin0 is in the teens." (2) 
We will grant that man is capaqle of some k t nd 
of religious resp onse at mos t any or all times, - above in-
fanc y . But we approach the study of the relig ious growth 
in Adolescence with the anticipation of finding some char-
acteristics which belong to this particular process . 
Pratt, . in speaking of Adolescence, says, "It is, 
in fact, nothing less than a ne·w birth in to a larger world. 
The child is made over physically and spiritually. For 
the first time he comes into possession of all his bodily 
functions , and at the same time new vistas open cut bef ore 
his intellect and imagination, and he discovers vri thin 
himself Lmgues s ed intensities of emotion and desire. The 
result is that strange mingling of vision and confusion, 
of the sense of }) OvTer cmd the despair of weakness, of 
n oble aspirati ons and undreamed of temptations, that con-
flict of joy and pain, of sin and exaltation, which make 
Tracy , F. - "The Psychology of Adolescence." p . 186 
.Ames, E . s. - "The Psychology of Religious Experience". 
p . 21 4 
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youth a period of never-failing f a scination for t he student 
of human nature". (l) 
The f ollowing classifications are take n f rom 
Sta rbuck, who made one of t h e first i n tensive stud ies of 
the reli c ious nature. 
l. Religious Phenomena of Adolescence. 
a. Upheavals in the Adolescen t Life . 
(l) Storm and Stre ss . 
According to Starbuck there are definite steps 
in the religious phase of the Adolescent Proces s . First, 
he claDns , there i s a sort of clarification of the religious 
atmosphere a t the end of childhood. This awakening may man-
ifest itself as a fresh i nsight into things, i nvolving a 
distinct rational element; or a ·f irst-hand perception of 
right and wrong; or an emotional response. This experience 
is followed by a spontaneous awakening . Confusion, - or 
"storm and stress" - is apt to occur any time between the 
ages of 13 and 16. After storm and stress comes a period 
of doubt . This is followed by a period of alienation, which 
usually lasts about five years. That is, when the Adoles-
cen t p rocess fol lows its natural course. Conversion, which 
ends, or should end, with pea ce of mind andmore or less sta-
bility of reli gious life, shortens up this p ro cess. (2) 
This is making a rather clear-cut division of the 
reli gious phenomena of Adolescence. Not only the advis-
(l) Pratt, J". B-. - "The Reli gious Consciousness". 
( 2 ) Sta rbuck, E. D. - "The Psychology of Religi on". 
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ability of t h is is doubted by some other ~tnvestiga tors in 
the field, bu t the factual foundations a re somewha t doubte d . 
Pratt says that we can best understand Adolescent Relig ion 
by giving up our task of schematizing it and "content our-
selves wi th the more blurred a nd vaguer picture of the young 
being moving about in worlds not realized, and going t hrough 
t wo great sets of experiences which tend to alternate wi th 
ea ch, one of i ncreasing i ns ight, p ower and joy, one of be-
wilderment, passiVity, and depression." ( 1) 
But Pratt is a little too vague. V:fhat Yre can best 
do is to invest~gate the findings of various investigators 
a nd eva,lua te them. 
The centra l thing in the storm and stres s phenom-
ena, Sta rbuck says, is t h e "vtelling up of new life forces on 
the p lane of the higher c ansciousness." He says that it is 
by no means the excep tion, but the rule, for such a period 
to come, and tha t there is a well marked disp l ay of the phen-
omena in 70 p er cent of the females he studied a nd 50 per 
cent of the males. At the time tha t he made his s t udy there 
were two other sets of sta tistics with which he compared his 
data. A. c. Nutt, (in "The Advantages of Philosophical Train-
ing"), reports that 67 per cent of the cases which he studied 
pass through a period of storm and stress. Out of 776 cases 
studied by Lancas ter, 471, or 61.5 per cent reported spells 
(1 ) Pra tt, J. B. - "The Reli gious Consciousness". p . 109 
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of depression. (1) These per cents, however, cannot be 
taken as valid for average groups, for some of them represent 
the e~periences of Theological student s. 
According to Sta rbuck there are various manifesta-
tions of this period of up s and downs. The most prominent 
of the se is the "sense of incomp letenes s and imperfection." 
new ideals are taking shape, but they are so vague and the 
youth is not able to reach them. This fee ling often heightens 
until it becomes the "sense of sin" - a: ·familiar theolog-
ical term. Still further exagger ation of this feeling and 
there comes the "fear of eterna l punishment". A second type 
of experience is "brooding , depression and morbid intro-
spection". Still another type of storra and stres s experience, 
_ one that comes a little later, - is "distres s over doubt". 
Or t hi s eXperience may take the form of "friction against 
surroundings". And not infre quen tly it is "effort to control 
passion" and to regulate the life in the light of new ideals. 
The average age of the beginning of t he storm 
computed from all the data of Star-and stres s period, as 
f 1 and 16.5 for males. He calls buck, is 13. 6 years for ema es 
t th t t h i s is nearly the same_ age of attention to t he fac - a 
d 1 ment for both sexes. Also it nearly the most rapid eve op 
age_ of spontaneous awakening. coincides with the average 
The two sets of phenomena, he concludes, are closely connected. 
( 1) f A ~ Nutt and Dr. Lancas ter areb~th The data rom • '"'• · D. _ "The Psychology 0.1. quoted from Starbuck, E. 
Reli :s ion". 
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Starbuck concludes from his study tha t the 
"storm and stre Ds " is due to the "functioning of nmv 
powers vrhich have no specific outlet, and are driven to 
force for themselves an expression in one way or another. 
If there is no resistence to the expenditure of the new 
energy, there results a burst of life, fresh con scioti~ness 
and appreciation of truth, a personal hold on virtue, joy 
and the sense of well-being; but if there is no channel 
open for its free expres s ion, it wastes itself against 
unyielding and undeveloped faculties, and is recognized by 
its pain accompaniment, distres s , unrest, anxiety, heat of 
passion, groping after someth ing , brooding and self-
c§ndenmation. This stage of Adolescence is the period of 
most ra9id physiological readjustments, and consequently is 
characterized by great instability." (1) 
The anguish of the individual who passes through 
storm and stress, Professor Starbuck says is analogous to 
the cry of the child at birth. The readjustment is similar 
to a shock. 3ust as the babe takes two or three weeks to 
adapt himself to the new cond itions in order t hat he can begin 
to grow, so the youth tha t is being born into a higher social 
and sp iritual life experiences a period of turmoil. The 
pain accompaniment is the result of a lack of harmonious 
functioning in the organism. The mental life is strained 
because new ideas do not fit in with old customs and habits 
(l) Sta rbuck, E. D. - "The Psychology of Religion". p.227 
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and ideals seem to conflict with reality. The reorgan-
izing of the old and the assimilation of the new is thus 
a strain on the life of the i ndividual. "One of the 
greatest pains," says Bagehot, "is the pain of a new idea". 
The fact that the conscious life of childhood can 
offer so little to help understand the new life. Coe ex-
p r essed somewhat the s mne idea. New sensations and emotions, 
new p roblems, new ki n~of temptation, new meanine s of life 
and "new mysteries of r eligion, - all these come in a flood 
over the young Adolescent". (1) 
Pratt believes that it is misleading to divide 
the negative and painful experiences of Adolescence into 
two distinct clas ses, that of "storm and stres s " and "doubt". 
But he follows the classification because of its useful-
ness in the presentation of data. He does not ignore 
Starbuck's and Brockman's findings in their questionnaires 
but looks further for his interpretation of the phenomena 
described. Both groups of questionnaires found that a large 
-oer cent of the causes of the menta l and emotional instabil-
.. 
ity of this period was a sense of sin. And of these a large 
proportion of young men's sense of euilt came from sexual 
temptations and sins. But there were also other reasons for 
a depressed feeling . Among these was ill health, whcch was 
especially true of girls. 
The unba lancing of :9hysical equilibrium, caused by 
rapid growth, was also noted as a cause for depression. But 
( 1) Coe, G. A. - "The Spiritual Life". p. 33 
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Pratt gives the chief cause ~f the striking phenomena 
o:f "storm and stress" as the "theological prepossessions 
with which our youth are so often brought up." Rel i gious 
leaders tried to bring about a conviction of sin. The 
young i ndividua l wa s p layed up on by suggestion until he 
felt the sense of guilt . There may or may n ot have been 
grounds for his feeling. Pratt holds that those who claim 
t ha t the sense of guilt belongs natural l y to Adolescen ce 
base their idea on biographies of "evangelical" theolog-
ians. He also discounts the results of questionnaires 
because of their limita tions. They were distributed , as 
cited in the i n troduction of this thesi s , certain types of 
people from whom we might expect such results. "In fact," 
s ays Pratt, "in those reli g ious communities in which there 
is no theologic B. l emphasis up on 1 conviction', the i n tensity 
of 'storm and stress' is greatly diminished and the nature 
of the struggle considerable modified." (l) He cites the 
education of Catholic girls as an illustration of religious 
growth spared, to a large extent, this experience of 
emotional turmoil. In contras t to this· he says that re -
ligion in India tend s to create the same effect up on its 
youth as does evangelica l Protestantism. :Max Muller's 
biography of Ramakrishna , and the autobi ography of D~v­
end.ranath Tagore, give vivid accounts of the reli gious 
storm and stress of Adolescence. They are full of dissat-
(l) Pratt, J". B . - "The Reli g ious Con sciou sness". p . 11 4 . 
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isfaction, lon.;ing and other experiences described in the 
questionnaires of Starbuck and others. 
Since we wi sh to consider Adolescence as a 
unified process, we whall lee,ve the evaluation of the data 
until later. 
(2) Adolescent Doubt. 
Starbuck ca lls attention to another disturbance 
of the Adolescent. In answer to his questionnaires 53 per 
cent of the women and 79 per cent of the men report the 
experi ence of a }J eriod of "doubt". In the report s collected 
by Dr. Burnham 75 per cent sp oke of a time when they 
doubted. According to the data in each case, doubt comes 
later than the p eriod of most rapid growth. On the average 
it occurs about a year and a half later than the expe rience of 
"storm and stress". But in more than 40 per cent of the cases 
(both sexes) "storm and stress" and "doubt" occur at the 
srune time or successively. It was also noted by Sta rbuck 
that 27 per cent of the females passed throL~gh "storm and 
stres s " without "doubt" and 37 per cent of . the males passed 
through "doubt" without "storm and stress". These doubts 
occurred during the time of least religious enthusiasm. 
Starbuck says that the doubting of youth is influenced by 
socia l conditions . If the i ndividual is meeting up with new 
reli gious vievrpoints which do not correspond wi t 1 his earlier 
faith he is most likely to begin to doubt the t~~th of some of 
the old views which do not fit into h is new truths. But, the 
nature of youth is ripe for the grovrth of doubt. ( 1) Tha t 
t h is inner discord is roused by the newly gained truths 
which will not harmonize vli th cheri shed beliefs is the 
opinion of other psycholo gists. Starbuck and Coe emphasi ze 
t he intellectual features in this phenomena . But Pratt claims 
that the emotional element is quite p romi nent. It is not 
the grasp of new ideas t hat hinders the youth but the deep 
love for his old beliefs vrhi ch must be sacrificed or t he new 
truth rejected. Doubt, t hen, according to Pratt, is dif-
ferent fr om intell ectua l denial or uncertainty. It is more 
of a painful pro ce ss , an upheaval. One who had been brought 
up wi th no reverence or love of a religio.UB belief, he claims , 
could become a skeptic with no painful ex:()er ien ce. ( 2) 
Slaughter exp re s s es this same sentiment: "The centra l dif -
fi culty is not the intellectual one, but, rather, c once rns 
the emotions. \'/hat is mo s t l y neecied at this time is a pro -
gisional sys tem of va lues, a work ing arra ngemen t with re -
gard to the l arge is sues of life; this organization of the 
emotional system being clo se l y attach ed to the element s of 
belief i s for ce d to crmn.bl e vr i th them." ( 3 ) Slaughter does 
n ot a ttemp t to make a distincti on betvreen "clo ubt " a nd "st orm 
and stress ". It i s the struggle to harmonize the new with 
the old . The new , being dis covere d by intellectua l means, 
criticizes the old, which have never been proven, but only 
loved. According to Slaughter, doubt is mo re likely to 
TIT St e,r buck; 1L D.-- " The Psychology of Reli gion". p . 240 
(2) Pratt , J, B. - "The Re li gious Consci ousness". 
( 3) Slaughter , J . 't!. - "The Ad ole seen t" . p . 49 
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follow conversion, and is a ided by the discove~y that a ll 
the moral difficulties canno t be solved "at a stroke". 
Thus, foT some, at lea s t, conversion might seem as a. she.ln . 
In "doubt" as well a s "storm. and stre ss ", Prat t 
believes that it is based on a natural tendency of yo u th 
but t hat it has been exaggerated by external condi tions: 
"I arn not sure it is perfectly correct to s a.y reli g ious 
doubt is a regular a..nd inevitable product of Adolescence , 
but certain ly the tendency to question authority and to 
ask the reas on for things is natural to the growing mind , 
and the combi nation of an enquiring i n tellect vrhi ch has not 
yet go t its bearings , and an authora.tive religion vrhi ch 
i n sists u~J on an unre a sonable acceptance of dogma, is almost 
cer t ain to bre ed reli gi ous doubt, sometimes of a painfuili 
character." (1) Pratt also say s. that "doubt" is not a 
question of i ntellectual question ing but an emo t ional di stur-
bance whi ch is a pa rt of "storm <:md stress". In this it 
seems t hat he crosses hi~self. He claimed that Catholic 
girls were spared the experience of "storm and stress". At 
the se:une time he says that particularly for girls , "doubt", 
is a part of the former phenomena , and that it is caused by 
a n authoritative reli g ion pressing its dogmas upon a ques-
tioning youth who is seeing new truth. Since the Catholic 
church is one of the most authoritative and expects its youth 
to accep t its dogma without questioning., it -vwuld a ppear 
that Catholic girls would also have thi s same difficulty. 
(1) Pratt , J. B. - "The Reli gious Consciousne ss ". p . 116 
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Does the Catholic church secceed in suppressing the CJ.Ues t ion-
ing tenden cy in its youth, are they just different, or does 
the church meet the questioning even before it arises? 
Or has Pratt suf f icient data for hi s statemen ts? It is 
my op inion that if he were to make a survey of Catholic 
girls such a s Starbuck made of Protestants that he would 
find them going through sim.ilar experiences. At least his 
conclusions are open to question. However, we can find 
some support for hi s view, in the development of religious 
though t from :Medieval Christianity. 
The youth of the Middle Ages was not expected to 
go through a 9 eriod of doubt. That youthful skepticism 
is a p roduct of our age is emphasized by nearly all the 
writers. It has been advertized in every pos s ible way 
until the average youth might think that he is not quite 
normal if he does not doubt. Pratt says, that he has little 
doubt but that many a less serious youth doubts just to be 
imitative. The expecta tion has much to do with a kind of 
superficial doubt. He does not mean to deny the reality 
and intensity of doubt in the minds of many youth. He claims, 
however, that the psychological mechanism involved is not 
essentially different from that involved i n reading a med-
ical book for "symptoms". As one reads he finds tha t he 
has all the symptoms of the disease. There is no doubt 
truth in what may be said about the suggestibility of 
skepticism. But there is more than suggestion and imitation. 
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This is a critical age. Science has not yet been thoroughly 
harrno nized with reli gion. Me Dougall states the situation 
in an extreme way: "The sp irit of i nquiry has broken a ll 
its bonds and soared gloriously, until ·now the concept ion of 
natural causation p redominates in every· field, and if the 
notion of a Divine remains, it will be one who does not inter-
fere with the world of hu..mans." (1) At any rate this is a 
ques ti oning age. If in the case of the Catholic girls, this 
sp irit has not entered their reli gious life it may be account-
ed for in the fact t hat the Cath olic church has s uccee ded 
in maintiining its medi eval autocracy and has protected its 
youth from the cloubtings without. 
However , the sp irit of our day ne ed not be the 
exclusive, or even the predominant reas on for the ques-
tioning of youth. "The normal Adolescent feels keenly this 
i npulse to be himself; to question all tracii tions, all 
asstunlJtions; to think things out for himself, whether it 
be in the realm of literature. o.f art, of religion, of morals, 
or of socia.l duties. This i mpulse is God-given , and it i s 
go od, even though he may find in the ehd that h is conclu-
sions are not so very different from those of other s about 
him; for it is through th1s i mpulse to think for h imself 
that he finds himself, ana.rr oves his ri ght to be a man among 
men." (2) 
During L~t e r Adolescence there is a set t ling down 
Tl) J.Kc -:Doug-all,- w. - "An Introducti01i. to Social P sycholo gy" 
(2 ) King , .I. - " The Hi gh School Aee". p . 95 
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of the individual. - Pratt states t ha t if doubts arise they 
a re more intellectual a::J.d the struggles are_much less 
intense. And the thing s questioned not s o much of life 
and death as they seemed bef ore. One's theolo zy may, and 
with most peop le perhap s does to some exten t, change, but 
one ' s "attitude toward t he Determiner of Destiny is p retty 
well settled". Th e heighth of the mystical tendency toward 
violent emotion is p robably re~ched at about the ago of 
22 or nea r there. Then there is a r a ther rap id decline 
into the more quiet religious feeli ngs. Sometimes between 
25 c,md 3 J a s ense of sadness comes over the individua l whe> 
has had rather mys tica l experiences in his earlier Ad-
olescent days. He feels the emotiona l mysticism fading 
from his experiences and for a time it lea ves him -v!Ji th a 
vacant, sad feeling . (1 ) 
(3) The Ph enomena of Alienation. 
According to the general p roces s of religious 
development during Adolescence, as described by Starbuck, 
t h ere is also a period of alienation. This comes near 
the close of · Adolescence. It is the time when the intel-
lectual life is coming into prominence. The phenomena, 
therefore, i s largely i n tellectua l. The cen tra l princi-
p le underlying this period is £ound in the necessity to 
preserve in one way or another the uni t y of the individ-
u a l life. In th e presence of conflicting forces t h e in-
d iv idual will not surrender the integrity of his persona lity. 
(1) Pratt, .T. B. - "The Religious Con sciousnes s ". p . 119 
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If h i s vi si on or knowledge of t he truth does not coincide 
with wha t he has bee n t a ught or exists i n the wor ld 
&.bout h i m, Starbuck says tha t he t akes one of t v,ro courses. 
He either submerges his truth and submits to ex terna l 
con trol, or, i f he is a more vi gorou s tempera~ent he will 
defend his view. This usua l l y results in an attitude of 
indifference, cynicism or even an tagoni sm . (1) This phe-
nomena as described by Starbuck is recognized by others 
as "doubt" or by some as "storm and stress". I believe, 
:'lowever, that Starbuck has stated r a ther extreme cases. 
Iviany p eople hold inconsistencies in belief, while others 
a d just and compromise in various ways. At any r ate, it is 
rather arbitrary to make the s e divisions of Adolescent 
phenomena . 
b. Sp onta neous Awakenings. 
(1) Conversion . 
Mo r:; t of t he i nvestiga tors in the field of re-
li gi ous psycholo gy consider "conversion" the outstand i ng 
phenomena of Adolescence. They make some a ttemp t a t ex-
p l aining its cause, . connectio rt with otherFhases of the 
Adolescent process and its va lue. Vlhen it come s to e,ctua l 
data as to the age of c onver s ion, and to some extent the 
nature, we have only a few sources to whi ch we m::w refer . 
According to the rep orts of Sta r buck we have 
seen h ow "storm a nd stress" and "doubt" sometimes follow 
(l) Sta rbuck, E . D. - "The Psychology of Re liz ian". 
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ea ch other, often come at the same time, but on the av-
erage "doubt " is about one and one half ye a rs later than 
the other experience. Conver sion may c ome any t ime during 
Ado lescence. "It i s a distinctly Adolescent phenomena . 
One may s ay that if conver s ion has not occured befo re 20 
the chances are small that it will ever be exp erienced. (1) 
According to Starbuck, it belongs almos t exclusively be-
tween the age s 10 to 20 . "The studies of Coe, Sta r buck 
and Hall sh ow that the last i mp ortant wave of c onversion 
comes about the twentieth yea r". (2 ) Again quoting from 
Sta rbuck: "There is a normal peri od somewhere betvreen 
the innocence of childhood and the fixed habits of matur-
i ty, whi le the p er Bon is yet impressionable a nd has alrea dy 
capacity for the spiritual i n sight, when conversi ons mos t 
fre quently occur." (3) 
It has already been stated t hat "storm and stress", 
a s computed from a ll the data of Starbuck, near l y coin-
cide s with the age of spontaneo us awakening. The average 
for the former is 13. 5 years for females and 16 .5 for males. 
The following table gives data, col l ected by Starbuck, Lan-
cas ter and others, on the average age of conversi on : 
(1) Starbuck, E. D. - " The P sychology of Re li g ion". :p . 28 
(2) Athearn, W. s. - "Character Building in a Demotra ty". 
(3) St a rbuck, E . D. - "The Psychology of Reli gion". p . 35 
Investiga tor 
Starbuck 
Sta rbuck 
La ncaster 
La ncaoter 
Drew Theolog-
Total 
nuraber 
52. 
Averag e age 
(Men) 
137 15.7 years 
195 16.3 years 
110 15.6 years 
? 16 . 4 years 
ical Seminary 776 16 . 4 years 
Y. M. C. A. 526 16.5 years 
Coe 1784 16 . 4 years 
J:.Tumber 
studied 
51 
75 
Average age Number 
(Women ) studied 
13.8 yea rs 86 
13.7 years 120 
14.6 years 
14 . 8 years 
Starbuck c ompares the a v erag e age of conversion for 
b oth sexes with other Adolescent phenomena. The following 
tables show the relation in time of puberty and conversion 
B.n d the time of most rapid e;rowth and conversion. 
F eme.les 
(number of 
c ases ) 
Mal es 
Females 
LICJ.les 
Conversion 
before puberty 
28 
29 
Conversion before 
Rapid Growth 
32 
39 
Conversion 
same year 
16 
9 
Conversion 
s ame yea r 
16 
20 
Con-version 
after n uberty 
' 
6 1 
54 
Conver sion af ter 
Rap id Growth 
41 
50 
In e a ch group of d a. t a se-veral doubtful cases were 
omitted. Dr. Starbuck s a y s that the data on the rela tion of 
:puberty to c onver s ion is more accurate than that whi ch 
con cerned the time of most rap id growth. The l a tter would not 
be so re a dily reca lled . Nor vroulcl it be as e as ily determined, 
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for rapid gro·wth might extend ove r a year or two, hence it 
would be more di f fi cult to tabulate. But both sets of da ta 
were che cked U ) with da t a. from other source s . The author 
ca lls attention to the fact tha t in both ·the case of puberty 
and r al) id grovrth there is a decre2.se in the number of 
c onver sion s t he same year . This is especia lly true of 
puberty . Conversion s crune most fre quently af t er these 
physica l phenomena and less fre quently dur ing their adv ent . 
Starbuck says , "By glanc ing through the c olumn s of fi gu.re s , 
one i s i n1pressed by the persi s tenc e wi t h vrhi ch the thre e 
events fall into a sequential r athe r t han a simultaneous 
a rrangement . They s trongly suggest a more general 
statement of the l aw we have noti ced in regard to the 
rela tion of c onvers i on and puberty, viz. , tha t the S) ir i tual 
a nd phys ica l a s9 ect s of deve lopment i n individual instan ces 
tend to sup ::_) l emen.t ea ch other ." (1) 
While Dr. St a rbuck says that a l though the phys -
ical phenomena of Adoles cence and c onversion may be mutually 
co :Hli tioned , t h ey tend to sup9l ement each other rather tha n 
coincide , G. f t anley Hall says that the a ge of religious 
conver s ion and sexua l maturity coincide. He goes ahe ad at 
grea t l ength to shovr how reli gious c:vm::_kening is dependent Ul) On 
the development of the sex instinct. Host of his arguments , 
howeve r , c om})are f avorab l y with those given in the treat-
ment of t he instinctive basis of r eli gion. Ho\rev e r , he doe s 
(l) St arbuck , E . D. - " The P cycho logy of "'1e li :~ion 11 • y . 43 
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not c onsider the r eli r.: ious aw2.keni nn· f • ·· 1 ~ - o o JI.O.O e s cence e.s e. per-
version of the sex instinct . But he "h t J says c a sex lov e a nd 
r e 1 i 0 i on a re "ex2.l ted c:md degraded to gether , a.nd the best 
v-rork of ea ch is to kee_:.-J t '_n_e otl1.e ~_ ·:• u.r~e . n~ 1· · · t 
' : n c 1g1on lS a it s 
b est nhen its ea.rthly image i s most s ·)otle "' d t · , 
- · - , l - s,.; a n un e. rn1sned , 
and love is at it s best vrhere reli gion is purest rmd r:.ws t 
undefiled." He uses sex , however , in a broad sense . I t is 
at t he cent er of the Ado lescen t p rocess. In Ado lescence , he 
s ays , t he "f lood gates of h i ghe r heredity are ope n . 11 Dep endent , 
selfish ch ildhood gives w!?..y to a new life. Thus vre a re t wice 
born , a s i nd ividua ls and a s represente.tives of t h e r a ce . It 
is durinc the birth of t h e new self that r eli gious conv er -
s ion oc curs . "In its most f undamenta l sense , conver s ion is 
8, natural , n or ma l , universal and necessa ry p roces s a t t he 
s t age when life p ivots over from an autocentric to an het-
e ro centric basis . " The Ado lescent is made more s ensitive 
to good arid evil. He is pa ined and wounded with the evil and 
shrinks fr om it . Evil , like disease , tends t o eliminate itself . 
Joodnes s tend s to survive . So in p reserva tion of self the 
ind ividua l turns toward wha t he believes to be higher . " (1) 
Most of t lle investi ga tors give the sense of sin , 
or a feeling of inc omp letenes s as one of t he chi ef fore-
runners of Conversi on . In thi r; t hey bear bout Hall' s stv. te-
ment of the na tur a l s ensitiveness of Adolescence to g ood and 
evil . .~ . .mes su.rrrna.rize·s t hi s resp onsivene ss of Ado le s cen ce as 
(1) Hall , G. S . - "Ado l es cence" - Vo l. 2. 
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follovrs: "The normal s ensi tivenesf3 and c onfusi on of 
Adolescence, the cons ciousnes s of contrast between the 
a ctua l self, between the sub jective, individua l self 
and the great organized social order, is increased by 
various kinds of pre~sure to the abnormal degree conm.1on in 
the conviction p eriod of c onversion." 
However, he would stre ss the incompleteness , the 
feel ing of struggle betwee n t he ideal and the re a l, in the 
n ormal Adoles cent . While he says t hat conversion is 11 made to 
turn up on a sense of s in", he believes t ha, t it i s of lit t le 
value ·nhen pres s ed t o this extent. That is, in the life 
of the Ado lescent who has not exp erienced real sin , but 
just feels t he incompleteness of life. 11 Conversion", he 
·says , "designates the more sudden , i ntense, a.nd extreme 
emotional experience. It i s the result of i mmediate , 
direct control and suggestion on the part of evangelists, 
parents and teacher s ." The reason it is s o easy to induce 
such experiences in Adolescence is because it is a p eri od 
of a.dju::Jtments a nd emotionc,l heighth. The dep ression, 
estr<:me;ement, re stles sness and beu ilderment whi ch precedes 
conversion i n many instances, he believes is intensified 
by the doctrina l sense of sin pre sen ted t o the youth. The 
innocen t, he says, suffer a,s much as t h e wayward. The 
i~u~nsi ty of t h e suffering depends upon the imag ina ti on and 
sensitiveness of t he ind ividual. (1) 
(1) Ames, E . s . - "The Psychology of Religious Experience" p . 257 
5?. 
Thoul ess would a lso discredit t he extreme t Y:pe of 
Co nve r s ion in Adole s cence. He concludes fr om t h e long li st 
of r ep lie s ga thered from the questi onna ire s s ent ou t by 
Sta rbuck that t he re is a "st ilted" un,iformity in t he l anguage 
used. They sp eak i n theological t erms , describe t he feel ing 
befo re conver s ion a s ·t h e "h ideous guilt" and t he "f le shy 
mi nd ". He cla i ms tha tboth the p re-conv ersion s in e.nd t h e 
p os t-conversion virtv.e a r e unifo rmly exa gge r ated. ( 1) 
Even St a r buck s ay s that a l t ho ugh physiologica l a nd 
p sy chol ogica l f a c t s underlie conversion, theolo gy p l ays up on 
them a nd brings these na tural tendencies to a cri s is. 1.Vhile 
both Coe and Ame s Ames say tha t t he method s us ed in ma ny re-
vivals t o p ro duce conver s ions a re p l a inly the meth od s of 
hyp no t ism. 
But ther e does no t seem to be a tendency to en tirely 
discredit conversion of the more intense t y9e, even by l a te 
writer s . To some psychologists the t h eory of evolution ~auld 
d iscredit conversion. Any quick transformation of a life can 
have no p l a ce i n the s cheme of thi ngs . Bruce, recognizing 
t he p l ay up on na t ura.l tendencie s , s ays t hat, for many, c on-
v er s ion, i.e. an outstanding crisis, is a re a lity . He sup -
ports hi s conclusions with the f a ct tha t more r ecent te a ch-
i ng in evolution a dmi ts that f orces do not move a t on e uni-
f orm r a te, but sometimes by sudden leap s. (2) 
Ja.r11es shows t wo definit e typ e s of exp eriences. 
The on e i s a. hea lthy sp iritua l life a s a r esult of the 
(1) Thoules s , 
(2 ) Bruce, Yl . 
R. H. - "An Introduction to thePsy chology of 
Religion". 
s. - "The P sycholo gy of Christian Life and 
Behavior". 
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normal processes of continuous religi ous growth. The 
other is the profound, emotiona l type of experience conLlllonly 
knovm as conversion. He brings out the differences in races 
when it comes to relig ious experiences. The Latin races, he 
claims, seem to follow a gradual reli gious growth, while the 
Germanic races are more p rone to have the intense emotional 
exp e r ience. (l) 
This sarn.e analysis is made by . Profess or Strick l and : 
"In taking up t he analysis of conversion we so on find t ha t 
the facts or da ta are of wide range and p oint to two forms 
of conversion exp erience. One is the distinctly emotiona l 
and crisic type. The other is more gradual." The first 
type he cha r a cterizes as a single, vivid, unique event. 1~e 
second experience blends into the life as a whole and is 
less dramatic and less intense. "Now most of the psycholo-
gists who have written in the field of religion seem fairly 
well agreed not to call this quiet and gradual type of ex-
p erience conversion." 
In his a na lysis of conversion Professor Strickland 
finds t hat there are three fe atures : A period of depression 
and dissa t isfa ction; the crisis; and the coming of ~eace and 
joy . This division compares favorably with that made by Ames, 
Jrunes, Coe and others. In conside ring the first step , -
restlessness and depression, -he says : "Now , there is a 
dissatisfaction with oneself which may not be necessarily 
-----·- ·-------,--
(1) Ja;.'lles, w. - "The Varieties of Re lig io us Exper ience". 
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religious. Some Adolescents s h ow it. They grow 
impatient with themselves because of their own lack of 
confiden ce and poise. It is the consciousness that they 
are not so sociably sure of themselves. But far 
deeper than this is an actual self-judgment, often a 
self-condemnation - a recog nition of one 1 s own 
imperfection and weakness which comes when a great 
ideal is presented. This is the heart of conviction, 
and it depends l a r gely upon surrounding influences, 
the relig ious training, the type of teaching , etc., 
just what form c 'Jnvict ion will +.ake." The crisis, he 
says, is the turning point and means relief, which 
comes "primarily through the beginning of action." 
It is the decision t o ventu r e forth to try to follow 
the new ideal. "Th is act, named faith, may be viewed 
from two points of view: First. It mean s making the 
new ideal one 1 s own. Second. It means a surrender of 
the self to God." ( 1) 
(2) The Normal Relig ious Awakenings. 
Although a few psy cholog ists seem to discredit 
conv ersion altogether, making it a product of doctrinal 
teaching or a perversion,' of the sex inst,inct, most 
writers in th is field, at l east recognize its natural 
basis. According to Starbu ck there are normal 
relig ious awakenings which take p lace i n the life of 
( 1) Strick land, F. - "Psychology of Religious Experience." 
p. 114' 120. 
/ 
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the Adolescent, which may or may not be conne cted 
with wr.at we have called conversj_on, unless we take 
this t erm to mean t he whole proces s by whlch the 
ind ividual malres the transition from the narrow, 
dependent life of childhood to th e higher social l i fe. 
Or as we have quoted from Hall, "In its most fundamental 
sense, convers i on i s a natural, normal, universal and 
necessary process at the stage when life pivots 
over from an autoce ntric to an heterocentric basis." ( 1) 
In graphing his data, Starbuck found t hat the 
curves showed three peaks, or points, at which 
conversions take on different aspects .. The first one 
come s be tween 10 and 12 years of age, or the pre-
adolescent crest. I+, is influenced by example and 
social pressure. Imitation is the most co nsp icuous 
element. The acme of the next curve c omes between 15 
and 16, varying with the different sexes. Thi s period 
is the most emotional, the t, ~ me of storm and stress of 
convictions and fears. The l ast ·crest comes around 18. 
<J:Ihe central motive in the ind.i vidual seems to be t ,he 
desire to follow out t he moral i deal of comple teness . 
Starbuck claim s that. these peaks are "period s in wh ich 
the life forces tend upward t~v a!u higher brain 
cent ers." In his studies 15 per cent of the females 
and 13 ~er cent of the males experienced two marked 
periods of relig ious interest. These were usually 
(1) Hall, G. S. - "Adolescence", Vol. ~. 
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separated by two or three in+.ervening years of more 
or less indifference. 
( 1) 
Ames reports that from his questionnaires 
relating t o religious experiences he had many 
indicat ing a steady quiet development. There was no 
sing le, intense, unique experience, but many of them 
experienced definite religious awakenings. The re was 
not conviction of sin, or break with the past, but a 
new vi sion. A cut from one of t h e reports fflom his 
ques tionnaires will illustrate the type of experience 
to whi ch he ref ers. The following woman had joined 
t he church at1 nine on her mothe r's su ggestion. Betwe en 
the ages of 16 and 17 she had what she called "an 
awakening which almost amounted to a conversi on ." It 
was her first year in college and she claims that the 
influence came larg ely from the President's training 
clas s. She writes, "Relig ion became a much more 
personal matter; it suddenly occurred to me that 
instead of t;rying +,o be good in the rather hopeless way 
I had always done, all I needed was to love God and 
people so intensely t hat I would naturally want to do 
good , a :"ld wouldn't have to worry about particular 
actions. I do not thlnk any chane;e was visible 
outwardly. But inward l y, everything seemed to have a 
new meaning. I used to sit by the open window, nig ht 
after night, after my room-mate had gone to sleep, 
( 1) Starbuck, E. D. - "The PsJrchology of Religi :m." 
• 
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praying. God seemed very real. A new love of people took 
possession of me; I don't think I had ever before cared 
deeply for any one. Now, even the meanest person seemed 
wonderfully significant, simply a human being ." Two years 
later she had another ttdistinct emotional awakening." 
Am es comments that ttthese spontaneous awakenings are 
natural and not possessed of any inherent superiority 
over the more prosaic experience." This is seen in 
"simllar phenomena in other than the religious sphere. 1' 
He gives as illustrations sudden awakenings as to t n e 
meaning of history, the historic conception of literature 
and similar realizations of social values. (l) 
Quoting from Tracy: "There is often a 
religious awakening or increase of interest in spiritual 
things which is not sufficiently pronounced in character 
to be styled conversion, as usually defined, since it 
lacks entirely the elements of struggle and victory." (2) 
These spontaneous awakenings, together with "storm and 
stress", Starbuck holds as the 11purest and most 
characteristic types of Adolescent phenomena." 
Having considered what most of the writers in 
the field have to say about the religious awakenings of 
Adolescents, let us conclude with a quotation from Coe: 
"The Quickened conscience, with its thirst for absolute 
righteousness; the quickened intellect with its thirst 
for absolute truth; the quickened aesthetic sense, w1 th 
( 1) Ames, E. S. - "The Psychology of Religious Experience." p. 242. 
(2) Tracy, F. -"The Psychology of Adolescence." p. 197. 
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its intui tiona of a beauty that eye hath not seen and ear 
hath not heard; t h e quickened social sense, wi t h its 
longing for the perfect and eternal companionship - in 
short, t h e new meaningfulness and mystery of l ife - all 
t his tends to bring a new and distinct epoch in relig ious 
experience •••... Without giving to our terms any 
theological significance, we may say t h at conversion, or 
some equivalent personalizing of religion, is a normal 
part of Adolescent Growth." ( l) 
This dis~1ssion would not be complete without 
the mention of anoth er source of materi al which is 
not printed, therefore, not so usuable i n this treatise. 
I speak of t h e work of educators. The l a st few years 
have witnessed conside rable advance in t h e understanding 
and apprec1ation of Adolescence. Furthermore, there 
has been a g radua l sh ift of view point in relig ion. 
The view point of relig ious educat ion is, theoretically 
at least, from the standpoint of t h e individual. Much 
of t he old theology has been discarded. The emphasis 
has been shifted from conversion and extreme relig ious 
expe riences, to natural spiritual growth and the less 
turbulent religious experiences. 
Some of the later Psychologists, as Bruce, 
Thouless, Strickland a nd Tracy, used in this thesis, 
have considered thle new point of view. The next 
decade, however, will perhaps find much new printed 
material on t he religious nature and nurture of 
Adolescence. 
{1) Coe, Geo. A. - "The Spiritual Life." 
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2. The Idea.l isr1 of Youth 
"The chi ef busines s of Adolescence is the for-
ma.tion and p r ojection of ideals - a business:in vlhi ch re-
lig i on must play a leadine; IJart." ( l) Quoting from 
Sta rbuck: "You t h is t he time of the awakening of ideals , 
a. time when there is an intimation of a l a rger life , e, fuller 
l ife still on the outside. 11 ( 2 ) While most -v-rri ters do 
not go into detail in ex-pla ining the basis of ideals , or 
tell much of their nature, the sen timent expres sed above 
compare s favorably with t hat of others. That is, t hat 
youth is a time of the formation of ideals. King says, 
"A vague, crude idea li sm is a part of the life of all ea r ly 
Adolescents, a.n ideal ism tha t is often nipped in bud or 
suff ers in its development a p itiful mi scarriage. But 
there is an idea lism there to start wi t h and often it carries 
the youth over many untoward circumsta.nces and render s 
him oblivious to many of the sordid influences that play 
upon him and strive to check his gropings after the l a rger 
life ·whi ch he feels is unfolding before him. n ( 3) 
How then does this ideali sm express itself ? Bruce 
says t ha t youth often has a spirit of righteous indignation 
agai ns t the a rticicia l life of society. They have the 
sp irit of reform but had rather tear up old roots than 
p lant new seeds. However, there is often an unselfish, 
a ltruistic en t hus iasm . I n later Adolescence the horizon 
(1) Findlay, - quote d from the intro duction of " The Adoles-
cent Sl aughter" 
(2 ) St a r buck, E . D. - "The P sychology of Religion". p.256 
( 3 ) Kine; , I. - "The Hi gh School Age 11 • p . 105 
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is pushed back until the youth has a new perspective. A · 
'v i s ion of progress' beckons him to nobler living. His 
life is ~\10'",Yant , usua lly optimi stic and full of rom.:mce . 
This romance does n ot express itself altogether in sex 
love, but there is the roman ce of trust, hope and adv enture.(l ) 
"How common it is", says King , "for boy s and girls 
in their teens to feel that they have been born to fill 
some great place in life." Kin; goes ahead and quotes 
from Bourne, a llrose poet. "Youth expresses itself by 
falli ng in love. \Vhether it be art , a g irl, socia lism, 
reli _; ion - the s entiment is the same; the y outh i s swept 
away by a fl ood of love. He has learned to value and how 
superlative and magnifi cent are his values! -" (2) 
The advance of the idealism of youth, Starbuck 
claims has much to do with the other phenomena of the 
Adoles cence process. The conflict between the "budding 
spiritual personality" and the ability to reach the idea ls 
makes the chasm betwe en the ideal and imperfection. This 
is the basis of "storm and stress". Adolescent "doubt" 
is often the result of wei ghing old things, customs and 
teaching in the light of the new ideals. ( 3 ) r!i:ore wi ll 
be said later in this connection. 
Coe exp res ses this same sentiment: "Vfhen the appetite 
for the absolute awakens, youth begins to scorn all artific-
iality and all compromise." He turns his critical attitude 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Bruce, W. S. - "The Psychology of Christian life 
Behavior." 
King , I. - "The High School Age. " p. 10 6 , 99. 
Starbuck , E. D. - "The Psycholo gy of Religion ." 
and 
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t oward himself a nd often indulges in severe self-comdemnation 
for not attaining the ideal a t a bound. "Not infrequently 
s elf- sacrifice or self-annihilation becomes the most beau-
tiful and command :i_ng t hing in the world , and so, p e rhevps , 
there come s a r esolution to be an ascetic or martyr ." This 
last, Co e holds, as ~n exaggeration of t he idea lism of youth. ( ~ 
3 . The Birth of a Large r Self . 
The idealism of youth is a part of the exp anding 
self . 1Iany of the p sychologists avoid t h e quest ion of the 
self. Tracy sums up this situation and states the case 
for t he i mp ortance of the cons ideration of t he self: " The 
significance of the idea of the self , in c ommon life, in 
psycho l ogy , in ethics, in re lig ion, a nd in e ducation, is 
so we ll recognized as scarcely to ca ll f or special ment ion 
here . Psychology may very well and very justly l)ride 
itself on getting a long "without a soul'', in the older 
sense of tha,t much-abused term, but it ca :.-,not i gnore that 
c lustering of menta,l sta tes a:nd proce sses , that unifi cation 
of ideas , that sharp separation between the groups and 
clusters that I ca ll "mine " and the groups and clus ters 
that I call "yours", which everyvvhere marl<: the mental his -
tory of men; n ot that assurance of the identity and per-
manence of the individual subject throughout the diver sity 
and the ceaseless mutations of the contents of his experience, 
vvhi ch, in a ll cases not fragrantly pa thological, consti-
tute the most lJ er Gistent and ineradi<?able of our c onvi c tions.'' 
(l ) Coe , G. A. - "The Spiritual Life ". lJ . 69 
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The "self " , according to Tr e,cy , hold s the central p lc:we. 
" In t he ordinary l ife of every individua l t h e self i s the living 
center, round whi ch the c h ief i n tere s ts gather , fr mrr whi ch 
t he p rincip a l energie s a nd activities p roceed , and in t erms 
of vrh i ch the lead i n g valuation s are made. " ( 1 ) 
Af ter St arb v.ck has mc.,de his study of the relig-
ious ghenomena of Ado le s c ence he says , ''If we fo llov1 up t he 
direc tions i ndicated by the facts i n the p receding chapters , 
t h ey seem to lead us toward t h is fundamental point of vieYi : 
back of the v7hole Ad oles cent deve lopment , and ce n tra l in it , 
::.:..s the birth of a new and larger spiritual con sciousness." 
He c ont inues by s ay i ng tha t this "birth of self - hood , t h e 
awa.kening of life to a self- co :c1scious a pp reciat i on of t hi ngs, 
i s the c entral f a ct underlying t he v ar iety of do lescen t phe-
nomena ." In chang i ng from i n dividual self-centeredness to a 
social -centered self t here is a strugg l e . A new s elf is 
try i ng to be born , and it i s n ot wi thout it s pe,in a cc ompan-
i ment . "I t i s as if t h e being were struggling to g ive birth 
to nevY ideas and fresh l i fe forces." ·~vhen these new forces 
begin to act there are bursts of feelings whi ch c oYJle over 
the youth . The re i s often depression a nd the o t h e r fe e lings 
characteristic of "sto r m and str ess " and "doubt". Th e youth 
is· b e g inning to ap:9 r e cia te the d emands which the socic:tl vrorld 
mal<:es on h im . But his p owe rs and i d e a l s do not deve lop a.t 
the same r a te, henc e the struggle. "'rhe s t orm and s tress and 
doub t p e r iods, C?,n d the p eriod of ' c onviction ' p rece d i ng c on-
(1) Tr a cy , F . - " The P sych olo gy of Adole s cence " . :p . 119 . 
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version , appear to be each a time of inef f' icient ef :Cor t 
to apperceive and realize that whi ch is the comr.1on exper-
ience of mature mi:1ds." ( 1) 
Tracy , lik ewise , claims t hat t h e development of self 
has much to do with que s tioning and doubt. The little child 
questions , but his limited knowledge makes him accept a.ns-
wers of authorities even if they are inadequate. Youth 
wishes t o seek the truth. He is not con tent to accept any-
thing short of the whole truth. Tracy claims that mo st 
things that are do v.bted are the ideas that have been most 
dogmatically given to children. (2) 
"Egoism is the first law of the Adolescent", says 
Holmes. "He is engaged in self-making. Like a ll the 
eruption s of i nstincts with him, this one comes into 
c onsciousness with an exaggeration and an overflow that 
fre quently drowns every other feeli ng ." Altruism comes 
in later Adolescence. It op ) oses the egoism of the earlier 
years. But it is all the development of the self. Al-
tt r uism comes with the birth of the ' so cial self'. (3 ) 
The idea of t wo distinct :phases of t he clevel-
opment of self is ex-pres sed by severa l writers . ·'"luoting 
from Profes sor Strickland: "In Adolescence the growth of 
the c ons ciousne ss of self wh i ch has .progresse d mo re or le ss 
regularly in l a te childhood receives a jolt and takes a 
new st <:ut. J:.Jovr the y;.outh deli eh t s not merely in the com-
(l) St a.rbuck, E .D. - "The Psychology of Reli g ion" . p . 262 
( 2 ) Tracy , F . - "The P sych olo gy of Adele s cence". 
( 3 ) Holmes , A. - "Pr inciples of Cha racter 1'·Ia,king ". p . 246 
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panionship of his fel l o·ws in t he "gang " or se t, bu t 
be gin s to rea ch out s ocia lly to the othe r sex. The Ad-
ole fwent soon fi nds h ~.mself again , t hanks to the di s-
ci:p line of so c ial c ont a c ts , and the p eriod of wo nderment 
a t the new- f ound self be gi n s to g ive p l a ce to the rea l-
ization of a larger socia l self." New pur po ses a nd am-
bitions fill the mind of the youth and the enl arging so ci a l 
self fe els ne vr l)Ower s . "The new birth :i.nt o personali ty 
Emd a, larger selfhood whi ch come s in Adole s cence ought 
surely to be natur al. Tha t Vfhi ch is b orn of the f le sh 
is organism and that vrh ich is born of the Sp irit is p erson-
a l i t y . 11 ( 1) 
(1) Strickl and , F. - "The Psycholo c;y of Religi ons Experience" 
pp . 94 ,105 
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III. CONCLUSION 
A. Critical Review. 
1. Nature and Importance of Adolescence. 
We have noted that Adolescence is a process which 
means reconstruction and adjustments for the individual. His 
childhood life is expanded; he comes into possession of 
new powers. His whole organism grows rapidly and irregular-
ly. He feels new emotions, thinlcs new thoughts, and grasps 
new meanings to life. He is in a new world of powers and 
relations, and finds himself a new creature. 
2. Basis of Religion. 
We found considerable disagreement as to the 
basis of religion in the life of the individual. A few 
investigators in the field would call it an instinct. A 
small school of psychologists would consider it a 
perversion of the sex instinct. But a larger per cent 
claim that it has its origin in several instincts. But 
there is again disagreement as to the combination which 
lies at the basis of religion. 
This study is being made from the point of view 
and in behalf of the individual. We then are keeping in 
mind the individual self, the basic "one" which holds 
together all the experiences. We find this self .· with 
certain physical and mental equipment. It is through these 
tools that the self reaches out to God and other selves. 
But there are certain laws to which it is restricted. These 
laws are at once its limitations and its possibilities. 
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The nature of this self is spiritual. Its 
impulses are to live, to reach out, to seek means by which 
it may realize itself, and find God and other selves. If 
we would understand the individual, we must know the laws 
through which it must work. Since the individual self is 
by nature, spiritual, the whole process of development is, 
in a sense, spiritual. Although we have broken the process 
up into laws, we have, nevertheless kept in mind the 
unity of the individual. 
Repeating a quotation from Coe: "It (meaning 
religion) has no springs other than the impulses to live, 
to live well, to live a (. diversified yet organized life, 
and especially to live socially." Unless Coe meant to 
include the reaching out toward a Divine Being , his state-
ment is incomplete. Religi on then, becomes connected with 
the primary impulse of life. It then would have a connect-
ion with many if not all of the instincts and tendencies. 
3. Laws of Spiritual Growth. 
Adolescence is the time when the impulse to 
live and to live well, to reach out toward other selves and 
God, gets a new impulse. The whole physical and mental 
equipment expands, is more highly sensitized and has 
greater capacities. There is a transition from "thinghood" 
to "selfhood;" from a narrow vision, self-centered life, to 
a vision of universal life~ 
In this process there are many irregularities. 
In the growth of the physical organism the muscles may grow 
faster than the bones, thus there is awkwardness and even pain. 
7l.. 
So with the mental exp ansion and the birth of the new 
self. It is not without its dif f iculties. We cannot expect 
intellectual rest and contentment in youth. He may be 
dissatisfied with the social order, with himself or with 
what he is being taught. He may question the very fundamentals 
of life which his elders hold sacred. But as Coe ·. says, it is 
of value to the whole cause of truth that youth be utterly 
free to have the questioning attitude before a ttaining 
the relative fixity of ma turity. "Without this, reli g ious 
thought would speedily petrify." 
Some remarks have already been made concerning 
the division of Adolescent phenomena ma de by Starbuck. 
He has evidently made some arbitrary divisions and has, 
I believe, overestimated the phenomena themselves. Doubt 
is perhaps not as prevalent as one would draw from his 
studies, and storm and s tress is not as intense in the 
average youth. But no one else has made a very consistent 
study. Starbuck's statistics perhaps do not prove much 
concerning the relig ion of Adolescence. \Vhether or not the 
data ga thered by him is representative of the youth of 
t h irty or forty ye a rs ago, we cannot definitely say. From 
observa tion of the youth of today, I believe t ha t there 
would be a question as to its accuracy. In the first place 
the na tural impulses of Adolescence cannot help but be 
influenced by the teaching, the general social attitudes 
and customs of the time. I think there would be little 
doubt that the psychosis of Adolescence has been exploit-
ed by the religious evangelism of fifty years ago. 
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Theology, then has been partly to bla~e for some of the 
violent conversions connotated in Starbuck's data. The 
same would be true of the intensity of storm and stress. 
There is no doubt considerable bewilderment, and even 
pain in the process of adjustment. But the pressure of 
theological dogma made this adjustment more difficult. 
It would likewise increase doubt. 
However, we seem to have a few basic facts 
concerning the Adolescent process and spiritual growth. 
The individual does come into the possession of new 
powers and capacities which enable him to adjust himself 
to a social world. This expansion or growth is not 
uniform, but it follows certain principles. The growth 
of various powers supp lement each other in a way to 
prevent the necessity of getting acquainted with all 
the new capacities at once. 
We have no reason to discredit the data concern-
ing the spontaneous awakening s in youth. History, biography 
and personal observation will tell of the idealism of 
youth. 
What we wish to keep foremost is that religion 
does not progress by laws entirely its own. It is a part 
of the whole process. It draws from all phases and shares 
in the defeats and gains of all. Since religion has for 
its purpose the nurture a nd development of the whole life 
it must consider the entire equipment of t he individual. 
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B. The Use of these Findings. 
1. In Further Research in this Field. 
The resea rch work which has been done in both 
the field of religious psychology and the Adolescent process 
is limited. The material, as is, has been rather unsatis-
factory. Very few writers have attempted the study from the 
standpoint of the individual. Some have studied from the 
standpoint of religion and others from the point of view 
of the psychologist. Psychology, at the present, does not 
seem to be capable of ·a thorough study of this kind. It 
is based on principles which limit it when it comes to the 
study of religion and the spiritual growth. This study 
has attempted to ga ther together and organize the material, 
correlate the study of the psychology of religion with 
that of the growth in Adolescence. With the exceptions of 
a few "unreachable" e"rticles and books the material has 
all been given due consideration. 
2. As a Basis for the Religious Education of Youth. 
We have shovm how the budding personality of the 
youth is trying to find its way out - to the abundant 
life, to God and other selves. It is of greatest importance 
that the leaders of youth understand its nature, the 
possibilities and dangers of the whole Adolescent process. 
Let us quote again from Starbuck: "Adolescence is one of 
the most critical periods of development, a time when the 
youth should be treated with the utmost delicacy and 
discretion. The germinating personality is poised between 
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an infinite variety of possibilities; new forces are 
tending to sweep it in this way and that; whatever 
culmination of forces and crystallization of tendencies 
is undergone at this period will perhaps determine its 
whole future life. It is the point to.ward which all the 
lines of tendency during childhood converge, a.nd inter-
play with racial forces to determine the direction of 
the later development. It is the point at which a blunder 
may prove most fatal, a.ncl that likewise in which wisdom 
and discretion can reap the greatest harvest. Especially 
in regard to relig ious training is the situation a 
delicate one. Religion is concerned with the deeper 
instincts, it touches life at its most vital point." (1) 
The religious leader should know and understand 
the laws of spiritual growth, in order to guide the youth 
toward the highest goals and ideals. If the conclusions 
in this study are not fair, the material of the field is 
at least gathered together. This material, then, may be 
used for further study~ 
(1) Starbuck, E.D. - "The Psychology of Religion." p.230. 
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Note:- The meaning for the marks under "use of the 
Books" is as Follows:-
/'If 
:!14#· IIIII 
fi JI## 
'ff1f 
1/: 
# - I have briefly surveyed the book to see if there 
was any usuable material. In some cases it was 
for a background or a point of view. Most of the 
books marked thus had no direct bea ring upon 
the subject under study. Those that did were in 
thought duplicates of the other books which I 
had already read. 
·if/·c - Books marked thus ha d a certain bea r:i.ne; up on 
particular parts of the the~is~ 
ll#fl -Books I ' used quite extensively. 
/Nfffif - Books I used most extensively. 
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